
Vignettes from insights into the 
Erosive burning in solid propellants

• What is erosive burning? 

• Historical – 1958, 1960, 1977-78, 1979, 1981 – 1986, 1997-1998, 2004, 2014, 2018

• Experimentalists of significance: Marklund and Lake, 1960;  Ishihara and Kubota, 1986

Other experimentalists: Kenneth Kuo, King, Razdan, Murphy

• Crucial confusions of the mid eighties due to the principal actors –

Kenneth Kuo, Beddini, Merril King, Leon Strand, Cohen

• Misses and the hits – HSM, PJP



What is erosive burning?
• Solid propellant Burn rate, ŕ depends on propellant 

composition,  pressure, initial Temperature and lateral 
velocity of gases

• The dependence on pressure and initial temperature is 
set out as ŕ0

• The ratio η = ŕ / ŕ0 is called erosive burning ratio and is 
dependent on the lateral velocity of gases. 

• The pressure time curve in a rocket motor is influenced 
by erosive burning.

• As the gas velocity increases through the port, the 
mass flux also increases, reduces the boundary layer 
thickness so enhancing the heat transfer into the 
propellant grain.

• Static pressure decreases with increase in the mass 
flux that partly contributing to the reduction in the 
non-erosive burn rate.

• The usual parameter characterizing it is J = At/Ap

ŕ0

ŕ

Ap,     At



Further,

• It is simple to see that if J is large, erosive burning effects will be significant. 

• One standard recommendation is to keep J low so that erosive effects are marginal (the 
usual choice is <0.5). 

• ISRO rocket motors belong to this category. 

• But tactical rocket motors (defense applications) that are volume limited need high solid 
loading. This naturally increases J.

• Thus tactical rocket motor design must include erosive burning behavior in propellant grain 
design.

• The incremental effects of erosive burning have been studied using many different 
techniques by experimenters…..



King’s Apparatus



Razdan and Kuo’s facility



Typical data from 
Razdan and Kuo



From Razdan and Kuo,  AIAA J, p. 669, 1980



These equations set out in 1981 –
83 have 3 constants while the 
earlier work of Lenoir and Robillard
(1957) had only 2 constants!



Summary of experimental data



………….More experimental data
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Lenoir & Robillard Theory

The present 
non-dimensional
expression

d0 = port diameter, for partly symmetric geometries,
is it hydraulic mean diameter = 4 Ap/P or P/π? …….. To
be seen later



Raw data from Ishihara and 
Kubota

And from Marklund and 
Lake

Data set against the 
dimensionless
variable, g 



Many aspects of scatter in the data are due to the difficulty 
in extracting the erosive component from the experiments. 
The same propellant studied by two investigators has shown 
significant differences.

Mukunda and Paul, 
Combustion and Flame, 1997

A new criterion g <35
was set out for 
determining if erosive 
burning is significant 



Then in 2000,

The erosive burning law got integrated into tactical rocket design in DRDL.
One might think the matter has ended…pleasantly…..Not so soon!

Some time in 2011, it was brought out that the erosive burning law was not always giving good predictions (in 
comparison with experimental data) It turned out that this was consistently happening for non-axisymmetric 
grains – like the Fin-o-cyl grain they were dealing with then.  This lead to an investigation of the flow 
behavior through partially symmetric shapes.

To explore the issues, CFD was applied for determining the flow 
distribution  through the part symmetric geometry…..





Note that the mass flux over the central region is very much 
more than in the outer regions.  Erosive burning is sensitive 
to the flux near the surface



After much analysis, finally





This modification is what is now in the codes of propulsion 
system design at DRDO 

One would imagine that the story has ended…all well.
Indeed not!



In 2006, appeared a paper in JPP: 





The correlations were….
And when this was inadequate, they adopted

And when that was inadequate 
for some  motors, they 
adopted constants

And further for some other motors



• Dimensionless universal correlation for erosive burning was established more than a decade back and is used
as a standard design tool for highly loaded tactical rocket motors.

• A number of cases of double slab and cylindrical motors are subject to analysis. Several features of
inadequate ignition process that were being attributed to and coupled with erosive burning are addressed in
this study.

• The comparison indicates that the predictions using the dimensionless correlation (due to hsm and pjp) are
at least as good as their claims.

• This study therefore restores the adequacy (and perhaps necessity) of dimensionless approach that was
sought to be disbanded by the Japanese workers.

• What is disheartening to note is: Journal of Propulsion and Power has published an article in which there is
an idea of claiming that dimensional correlations are more appropriate than dimensionless ones – Completely
reversing scientific progress!

From Mallesh, ME Thesis, Aerospace Engg, IISc, 2014



The story is not completely over, yet!

In 2018, this paper was received for review:

1. Their concentration is L & R correlation - as to how they can find the constants that fit their 
experimental data of two-channel combustion system. Of course they did not cite our work! – a 
common experience generally from the West, but in this case also from China!!

2. After it was pointed out that gas dynamics can be combined with new universal law, they modified 
their manuscript – not fully appropriately though…………… I think the story will never end

………………my end!


